The value of the datasets employed in climate changes analysis strongly depends on the homogeneity of the time series. In fact, once climate change became an issue of central importance, there arose a much needed skepticism about the results of data analysis work, which frequently indicated sharp or determined changes in regional climates. It is now well recognized that variations in many long term station time series are caused not only by changes in weather and climate, but also by changes in location of the stations, instruments, formulae used to calculate means, observing practices and station environment (Karl and Williams, 1987; Heino, 1994; Gokurk et al., 2008). A homogeneous climate time series is defined as one where variations are caused only by variations in weather and climate (Conrad and Pollak, 1950; Aguilar et al., 2003) . Other, unnatural variations are called inhomogenities, which can lead to erroneous interpretations of the studied climate. Thus, before using climatological data in any kind of study -especially in climate change studies -a quality control and homogeneity assessment of data set is mandatory (Peterson et al., 1998) . Long instrumental homogeneous records are a basic requirement for evaluating the smooth running of the variables over time and compare the measurement stations and the geographical areas to which they belong. Just to pursue this important objective, a few years ago, between 2007-2012, the European COST Action ES0601 called HOME (Advances in homogenisation methods of climate series) project was devoted to evaluate the performance of homogenization methods used in climatology and produce a software that would be a synthesis of the best aspects of some of the most efficient methods.
INTRODUCTION
The ever more frequent occurrence of extreme weather events, droughts, heat waves, floods and hurricanes, has meant that the study of the climate and its variations has become very topical in recent years, and has prompted the scientific community to intensify their studies in order to identify changes at a global scale. If the problem is considered purely from the human point of view, it should be pointed out that these changes do not so much threaten the existence of human beings, but rather lead to the potential worsening of the intensity of these changes (IPCC, 2007; IPCC, 2013; Alexander et al., 2006) . It is therefore important to try to understand the current climate changes and the intensity of the evolution that is taking place as much as possible in order to try to identify the symptoms or signs of the climate of tomorrow (WMO 2009; Pinna, 1996) . The thorough study of the climate and its variations, however, requires the use of long historical series, reliable and of high quality. In this perspective were born several international projects aimed at promoting recovery and exchange of meteorological and complete series of high quality as MEDARE (MEditerranean climate DAta Rescue, http://www.omm.urv.cat/MEDARE) project, an international initiative, born under the auspice of the World Meteorological Organization, with the main objective is being to develop, consolidate and progress climate data and metadata rescue activities across the Greater Mediterranean Region (GMR). Moreover, the importance of the data has given rise to several international dataset (like ECAD European Climate Assessment and Data, GCOS The Global Climate Observing System or GHCN Global Historical Climatology Network) where many long instrumental climate records are available. These datasets are essential since they are the basis for assessing century-scale trends, for the validation of climate models, as well as detection and attribution of climate change at a regional scale. The value of these datasets, however, strongly depends on the homogeneity of the time series. In fact, once climate change became an issue of central importance, there arose a much needed skepticism about the results of data analysis work, which frequently indicated sharp or determined changes in regional climates. It is now well recognized that variations in many long term station time series are caused not only by changes in weather and climate, but also by changes in location of the stations, instruments, formulae used to calculate means, observing practices and station environment (Karl and Williams, 1987; Heino, 1994; Gokurk et al., 2008) . A homogeneous climate time series is defined as one where variations are caused only by variations in weather and climate (Conrad and Pollak, 1950; Aguilar et al., 2003) . Other, unnatural variations are called inhomogenities, which can lead to erroneous interpretations of the studied climate. Thus, before using climatological data in any kind of study -especially in climate change studies -a quality control and homogeneity assessment of data set is mandatory (Peterson et al., 1998) . Long instrumental homogeneous records are a basic requirement for evaluating the smooth running of the variables over time and compare the measurement stations and the geographical areas to which they belong. Just to pursue this important objective, a few years ago, between 2007-2012, the European COST Action ES0601 called HOME (Advances in homogenisation methods of climate series) project was devoted to evaluate the performance of homogenization methods used in climatology and produce a software that would be a synthesis of the best aspects of some of the most efficient methods.
DATA AND METADATA
Meteorological (and related environmental and geophysical) observations are made for a variety of reasons. They are used for the real-time preparation of weather analyses, forecasts and severe weather warnings, for the study of climate, for local weather dependent operations (for example, local aerodrome flying operations, construction work on land and at sea), for hydrology and agricultural meteorology, and for research in meteorology and climatology.
The increased use of meteorological data required more continuous and reliable records of climatic variables driving the scientific community to introduce international standards in the installation of meteorological instruments (WMO, 2008 , WMO, 1983 .
The first and great deal of progress was made in the meteorological field in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries, when instruments allowed objective measurements of atmospheric phenomena. The Accademia del Cimento was set up in this context on 19 June 1657. A group of scientists, began to investigate the atmosphere through the use of a scientific-experimental method, and, for the very first time, they organized an international meteorological network located throughout the European territory (Florence, Vallombrosa, Cutigliano, Bologna, Parma, Milan, Paris, Innsbruck, Osnabruck and Warsaw).
A decisive turning point in the development of meteorological networks occurred round about 1850, with the creation and enhancement of measurement instruments and the improvement in the communication network between the different locations (due to the invention of the telegraph in 1843). With the installation of the first meteorological observatories, the most important climatic variables (temperature and rainfall) were measured regularly, and a rapid exchange of the recorded data between different countries or different continents was thus possible. At the end of the XIV century, several nations officially established their meteorological services, and international cooperation in meteorology was launched. The International Meteorological Organization was instituted in 1873, and in 1950, was transformed into the present World Meteorological Organization (WMO), with headquarters in Geneva.
The rich meteorological dataset has been collected over the years contains a set of precious information, which, even today, not only allows one to recognize the climatic variations that have occurred in a zone, but also to cast light on the formation mechanisms of the climate, and to makes future forecasts easier. However, the data contained in the archives are not on their own enough to be able to proceed with a detailed reconstruction of the climate. The conditions necessary for this require that a homogeneous data set should be available. Not only the quantity, but also the quality of the original data is able to influence analyses to a remarkable extent; climatic signals can be falsified or altered by anthropic factors, which can occur during the various acquisition and processing phases. The position of a station, the typology of the instruments that are used and the territory all constitute a complex system of factors that can condition the measured values, introducing different discontinuities in the series (Wijngaard et al., 2003) .
The inhomogeneities manifest themselves in two principal ways: with a abrupt discontinuity or a gradual trend in the average values. The abrupt variation in the mean values are often caused by change in observational routines, among which are station relocations, changes in instruments and changes in observing practices. Instead the gradual changes may occur due to progressive variations in the environmental conditions (growing of a city or development of vegetation in the area near the station), or by the drift of the instruments. These information about the station history are called metadata (data about data) and they have a unique element in common they change the real behaviour of the meteorological variables altering the recording of the variables.
Good metadata are needed to ensure that the final data user has no doubt about the conditions in which data have been recorded, gathered and transmitted, in order to extract accurate conclusions from their analysis. The knowledge of the exact date and time when a instrument was replaced and the technical characteristics of the new and the old instrument, will surely help to remove the non-climatic fingerprint of this change.
The importance and necessity of metadata can also be understood by quoting one of the GCOS Climate monitoring principles: "The details and history of local conditions, instruments, operating procedures, data processing algorithms and other factors pertinent to interpreting data (i.e. metadata) should be documented and treated with the same care as the data themselves" (WMO, 2002) .
Unfortunately, metadata are often not complete, missing or sometimes actually erroneous (e.g. when the author of the metadata completes the form from memory several years after the change occurred) so an accurate historical research is necessary to recovery the information. These metadata can be found in station records, meteorological yearbooks ( Figure  1 ), original observation forms, station inspection reports and correspondence, and various technical manuscripts. Metadata can also be acquired from interviews with persons responsible for station operations.
During the historical research, in particular for an ultra secular series it is very important to consider:
-The geographical data: latitude and longitude, the elevation above mean sea level and her relocations focusing on the differences between the diverse positions ( Figure 2 ). -Observer: it is important to know if the observer is always the same person, or if he/she is different people in particular during the period of manual instruments with a direct reading of the meteorological variable. -Observed elements: meteorological stations should keep a single list with the current meteorological elements observed/measured directly and those calculated indirectly from the observations at the station. -Observing times: times and number of observations vary between stations and over the years at a particular station, and these changes can be the cause of a break in the homogeneity of a climate time-series. -Urbanization and land-use changes: growing population numbers and an increase of buildings associate with a changes in land-use can show an impact on meteorological series. -Introduction of Automatic Weather Stations or new types of instruments: the replacement of old manual instruments with new automatic instruments alter the recorded of the data by the sensibility and performance of the two instruments ( Figure  3 ).
For example, for the Greater Alpine Region a bias in the temperature trend between 1870s and 1980s of half a degree was found, which was due to decreasing urbanization of the network and systematic changes in the time of observation (Bohm et al., 2001) . The precipitation records of the early instrumental period are biased by −10% due to the systematically higher installation of the gauges at the time (Auer et al., 2005) . Other possible bias sources are new types of weather shelters (Brunet et al., 2011; Brunetti et al., 2006) , the change from liquid and glass thermometers to electrical resistance thermometers (Menne et al., 2009) , as well as the tendency to replace observers by automatic weather stations , the much discussed urban heat island effect (Hansen et al., 2001; Peterson 2003 ) and the transfer of many urban stations to airports (Trewin, 2010) . To resolve the replacement of old manual instruments with new automatic instruments it is necessary to use the parallel measurements. They are very important to be able to maintain them for so long as possible, as they can document the effect of the introduction of the new system in data.
QUALITY CONTROL
An important step in the data analysis is the quality control (QC) to detect and identify the errors made in the process of recording, manipulating, formatting, transmitting and archiving data.
For the automatic stations a computerized check has been performed on the data and the values have been flagged. The flags are indicated generally with an alphabetic letters or with a numeric values. The flags can indicate values that may be wrong because of missing or suspicious data, aggregation calculated on a percentage of data less than a threshold, aggregation judged not good at time of interactive validation or reconstructed data using neighboring stations, and only one flag indicates the correct values without error or uncertainties in the record phase.
For the manual stations the data have been written in a paper records and, in the most countries, the manuscript forms are sent periodically to a central location. In the paper records notes were made regarding extreme or catastrophic events as high or low temperatures, abnormal wind speeds or excessive rainfall. Despite the heed in the data storage the verification for consistency and arithmetical form of the observed, recorded and collected data was not undertaken. Only in some sporadic case the quality control was made by an interested and responsible individual (WMO, 1983 ).
On historical series it is necessary that the data be subjected to an accurate quality control before the values are regarded as satisfactory for current use and permanent storage. The quality control applied at every processing stage should form part of the descriptive information contained in a digital data catalogue. The original historical series should be enriched with the flag series to understand the reliability of the data.
The principal error of the data fall in three categories:
-The instrumental error: missing data or error in format, error of magnitude and error in internal consistency of an observation. -Errors made by the observer: incorrect reading of the instrument and error in the digitization of the data. -Errors introduced by the transmission: not transmission of the data.
The principal tools of climate analysis, RClimdex (Zhang et al., 2004) , ProClimDB (Stepanek, 2008) and Climatol (Guijarro, 2014) , as first steps carry out a quality control. They print out the suspect observations in any one of the given conditions. The user should examine these lists and after an accurate research, using the original manuscript or the neighbouring stations, determine the accuracy of the values. For example RClimdex indicates all unreasonable values. Those values include daily precipitation amounts less than zero and daily maximum temperature less than daily minimum temperature. In addition, QC also identified outliers in daily temperature. The outliers are the daily values outside a region defined by the user [mean -n*std, mean + n*std; std = standard deviation].
Generally the QC is a procedure that combines two way, objective and subjective. The objective method is created by a sequence of mathematical steps that allow to select the suspect values while the subjective method leaves to the users to decide the quality of the data for not to delete the correct values representative of the microclimate.
Particular attention in the analysis of meteorological data should be devoted to the identification of missing data. In particular, the weight that the gap assume in the calculation of climatic variables, monthly, seasonal and annual values. For maximum temperatures a gap in the winter months overestimates the annual value of the variable and a gap in the summer months underestimates the annual value of the variable. The presence of the missing data in the meteorological series is not a problem associated with a particular period or to a specific equipment but it is closely related to the history of the station. The breaking of the equipment or the temporary suspension of recordings due to external causes such as wars, reorganization of the meteorological network or exchange of staff create stranded breaks in the recording of the variable.
The tools of climate analysis consider this problem highlighting as first step the presence of missing data to allow to the users to know the size of the gaps and to assess their influence on the analysis.
The scientific community aware of the presence of gaps in the series has established clear parameters for the calculation of the variables in order to standardize the treatment of the data. The monthly values of precipitation and maximum and minimum temperature are calculated if you have available at least 80% of daily data so that for each month the gap not exceeding 6 non-consecutive days. Also for the season values it is necessary to have at least 80% of daily data, gap less 18 non-consecutive days. For annual averages, calculated from the daily values, be deemed complete if we have available at least 94% of the daily data (Klein Tank and Können, 2003) , a gap equivalent to 20 not-consecutive days.
It is possible to eliminate the problems caused by missing data with an accurate estimation of missing observations by using the reconstruction methods (Eischeid et al., 2000; Acquaotta et al., 2009 ). There are numerous methods available for point estimation with irregularly spaced data. The Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) (Kondrashov and Ghil, 2006) , Kalman filtering and optimal smoothing in EOF space (Kaplan et al., 1997) , the normal ratio method (NR) (Paulhus and Kohler 1952; Young, 1992) , the simple inverse distance weighting (IDW), the optimal interpolation (OI) (Gandin and Kagan, 1974; Reynolds and Smith, 1994) and the method of multiple regression using the least absolute deviations criteria (MLAD) (Barrodale and Roberts, 1973) . Typically, the choice of methodology is dependent on several factors: the meteorological variable under consideration, the geographical area, the spatial distribution of surrounding observations, and the day-month-season for which the target station is to be estimated (Schlatter, 1975; Bennet et al., 1984; Thiebaux and Pedder, 1987) .
Clearly an inadequate practice can create unrealistic and discontinuous results. More importantly, the arbitrary replacement of missing data values can confound the comparison of solutions based on different modelling approaches (Arthur et al., 1995) .
HOMOGENIZATION
Most long-term climatological time series have been affected by a number of non-climatic factors that make these data unrepresentative of the actual climate variation occurring over time. All of these inhomogeneities can bias a time series and lead to misinterpretations of the studied climate. Numerous studies also indicate that inhomogeneities are not always independent, but can collectively lead to artificial biases in climate trends across large regions Brunetti et al., 2006; Menne et al., 2010) . Inhomogeneities are thus a significant source of uncertainty for the estimation of secular trends and decadal-scale variability. It is important, therefore, to remove the inhomogeneities or at least determine the possible error they may cause.
Many researchers have put a great deal of effort into developing ways to identify non-climatic inhomogeneities and then adjust the data to compensate for the biases these inhomogeneities produce. Several techniques have been developed to address a variety of factors that impact climate data homogenization such as the type of element (temperature versus precipitation), spatial and temporal variability depending on the part of the world where the stations are located, length and completeness of the data, availability of metadata, and station density.
The most commonly used method to detect and remove the effects of artificial changes is the relative homogenization approach, which assumes that nearby stations are exposed to almost the same climate signal and that thus the differences between nearby stations can be utilized to detect inhomogeneities (Conrad and Pollak, 1950) . In relative homogeneity testing, a candidate time series is compared to multiple surrounding stations either in a pairwise fashion or to a single composite reference time series computed for multiple nearby stations.
The method used to form the reference time series is important and need to be tailored specifically to the network and adjustment methodology particularly because the homogeneity of the stations contributing to the reference series can usually not be assessed ahead of time. Therefore the creation of reference series is central to many homogeneity adjustment approaches. Potter (1981) created a reference series using a mean of all the neighbor stations, Alexandersson (1984) developed a technique for creating a reference series by using correlation coefficient between all sites and minimizing the coefficient of variation and finally Peterson and Easterling (1994) created reference series from a network of stations that can change with time by choosing the best stations available for each year because there are times when such data are not good enough. They determined that the correlation (r, of the first difference series) between the reference series and the candidate station had to be 0.80 or higher to be reliable enough to use.
The most homogeneous relative test are the Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT), the Craddock test, the Caussinus-Mestre method and the Multiple Analysis of Series for Homogenization (MASH) (Peterson et al., 1998 ).
-The Standard Normal Homogeneity Test (SNHT) was developed by Alexandersson (1986) and it is widely used. There are now variations in this test to account for more than one discontinuity, testing for inhomogeneous trends rather than just breaks, and inclusion of change in variance (Alexandersson and Moberg, 1997) . The SNHT is a likelihood ratio test and it is performed on a ratio or difference series between the candidate station and a reference series.
-The Craddock test, developed by Craddock (1979) , requires a homogeneous reference series. The test accumulates the normalized differences between the test series and the homogeneous reference series. In the final version of the test it is not necessary to have homogeneous reference series but it is sufficient to have long enough homogeneous sub-periods (Boehm, 1992 ).
-The Caussinus -Mestre method (1996) simultaneously accounts for the detection of an unknown number of multiple breaks and generating reference series. It is based on the premise that between two breaks, a time series is homogeneous and these homogeneous sections can be used as reference series. Each single series is compared to others within the same climatic area by making series of differences (temperature, pressure) or ratio (precipitation). These difference or ratios series are tested for discontinuities. When a detected break remains constant throughout the set of comparisons of a candidate station with its neighbours, the break is attributed to the candidate station time series.
-The Multiple Analysis of Series for Homogenization (MASH), developed by Szentimrey (1999; 2007; in the Hungarian Meteorological Service, also does not assume a reference series is homogeneous. Possible break points and shifts can be detected and adjusted through mutual comparisons of series within the same climatic area. The candidate series is chosen from the available time series and the remaining series are considered reference series. The role of the various series changes step by step in the course of the procedure. Depending on the climatic elements, additive or multiplicative models are applied. The multiplicative models can be transformed into additive models by conversion to logarithms.
Therefore, adequate reference series could not be made for many remote stations. In fact, a major problem for the Global Historical Climatology Network, GHCN (Peterson and Vose, 1997) is that station coverage in some parts of the world, such as Africa, varies considerably with time. There are some isolated stations without adequate neighbors where more reliance must be given to the individual station data alone. In these cases it is necessary to use only the data of the candidate station by statistical tests. Zurbenko et al. (1996) describes a filter that has been applied to single station data to date a discontinuity. This process, which is iterative, can smooth out the noise of the time series while retaining discontinuities as distinct breaks. Rhoades and Salinger (1993) have derived a number of statistical procedures for homogenizing isolated station data. Although adjustments for discontinuities are necessarily more subjective, a variety of graphical and analytical techniques were found useful in deciding homogeneity adjustments. Recently Wang (2008) proposed a penalized maximal t test for detecting undocumented mean shifts in a single series.
The large number of different monthly homogenization methods and the need for a realistic comparative study was the reason to start a coordinated European initiative, the COST Action HOME ES0601: advances in HOmogenization MEthods of climate series: an integrated approach (HOME). Its main objective was to review and improve common homogenization methods, and to assess their impact on climate time series (HOME, 2011). Based upon a survey among homogenization experts, the Action has chosen to focus on networks with monthly values for temperature and precipitation. Temperature and precipitation were selected because most participants consider these elements as most relevant and, for these two variables, there are available long and well documented series. Furthermore, these elements represent two important types of statistical models (additive and multiplicative).
For a climatologist it is necessary to know to what degree decadal variability and trends in data can be falsified by the inhomogeneities. To be able to answer these questions it is required an evaluation of the output of full homogenization methods on an artificial data with known inhomogeneities randomly inserted (Domonkos, 2008; Domonkos et al., 2011) . The inserted inhomogeneities range from simple one-break cases to cases with a very complete and realistic description of the inhomogeneities, including platform-like inhomogeneities in which after the first break there is soon a second break in the opposite direction (Venema et al., 2006a) . On this database the homogeneous tests, SNHT, Craddock and RhtestV2, were carry out and then modern techniques were developed focus on methods specifically designed to detect and correct multiple change-points and work with inhomogeneous references (Mestre, 1999; Szentimrey, 1999; Caussinus and Mestre, 2004; Menne and Williams, 2009 ).
Thank these accurate comparisons and develop of methodologies the COST Action ES0601 HOME produce a software that would be a synthesis of the best aspects of some of the most efficient methods. HOMER (HOMogenizaton softwarE in R) is a software for homogenizing essential climate variables at monthly and annual time scales. HOMER has been constructed exploiting the best characteristics of some other state-of-the-art homogenization methods, i.e., PRODIGE (Caussinus and Mestre, 2004) , ACMANT (Domonkos, 2011) , CLIMATOL (Guijarro, 2014) and the recently developed joint-segmentation method (cghseg) (Picard et al., 2011) . HOMER is based on the methodology of optimal segmentation with dynamic programming, the application of a network-wide two factor model both for detection and correction, and some new techniques in the coordination of detection processes from multi annual to monthly scales. It shall not be considered as an automatic method, since manual input is still required in order to control the homogenization process (Mestre et al., 2013) .
HOMER is recommended by the COST Action, without excluding Craddock (1979) , MASH (Szentimrey, 2007) , USHCN (Menne and Williams, 2005) , ACMANT (2011) software that got valuable results during COST benchmark experiments (Venema et al., 2012) . Different homogeneity adjustment techniques naturally produce different results. Deciding which technique, variant of a technique, or combination of techniques is best can be difficult and depends on the task and resources available. There is a general consensus within the climate community that any change in the frequency or severity of extreme climate events would have profound impacts on nature and society. It is thus very important to analyze extreme events by using the climate indices (Table 1 ).
The joint CCI/CLIVAR/JCOMM Expert Team (ET) on Climate Change Detection Indices (ETCCDI) has addressed the objective measurement and characterization of climate variability and change by providing international coordinating. The ET has coordinated an international efforts to develop, calculate and analyze a suite of indices (27 indices, Table 1 ). They are based on daily temperature values or daily precipitation amount. Some are based on fixed thresholds that are relevance for particular application. Other indices are based on thresholds that vary from location to location. In these cases, thresholds are typically defined as a percentile of the relevant data series. The suite of indices will allow to the individuals, countries and regions to calculate the variables in exactly the same way such that their analyses will fit seamlessly into the global picture (Karl et al, 1999 . Although daily dataset have become a focus of climate research, long observational daily meteorological records are affected by inhomogeneities. Looking at the known physical cause of these inhomogeneities, one may expect that the tails of the distribution are especially affected but, in the tails, the extreme events reside. This is a problem because the question to which extent daily homogenization methods can reduce those effects in insufficiently study. In the recent years some daily homogeneous tests have been created, SPLIDHOM (Mestre et al., 2011) , GAHMDI (Toreti et al., 2012) , Trewin (2013) and Rienzner and Gandolfi (2013) but most available methods are focused on temperature only. The homogenization of daily data and development of better methods should have a high research priority. This research would be much facilitated by a global reference database with parallel measurements.
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CONCLUSIONS
The main research impetus in the last years has been the development of homogenization algorithms that also function with an inhomogeneous reference time series. This effort has paid off. There is a clear split in performance on the dataset between direct algorithms and the ones, which evade the inhomogeneous reference problem using older concepts such as stepwise or semi-hierarchical splitting, as well as detection on moving windows. With mathematical argumentation, climatological reasoning and the benchmark metrics all pointing in the same direction, the COST Action members strongly recommend the use of direct homogenization algorithms.
Anyway, it is important to preserve the original data as well as homogeneity-adjusted versions. Also, original data need to be preserved because new and better approaches to homogeneity adjustments will probably be developed in the near future. During the last decade, considerable work has been done on homogeneity testing and data adjustments and research will continue in this field. Future work includes improving adjustment methodologies, investigating adjustments of daily data, and evaluating the impact of adjustments on extreme values. With continuing efforts to put current climate variability, change, and extreme events into historical perspective, the need for reliable, homogeneous climate data sets will increase.
In fact, the rich collection of homogeneous weather data is still largely unexplored, despite past efforts in the accurate monitoring of the atmosphere carried out across the world and the current urgent need to develop long term reliable and high quality climatic time series, in order to better understand, detect, predict and react to global climate variability and change.
Data produced from meteorological and climatological networks represent a valuable and often unique resource, acquired with substantial expenditure of time, money and effort. Many of the ultimate uses for climate data cannot be foreseen when the data acquisition projects are being planned, and frequently new applications emerge, long after the information is acquired. The analysis of the datasets do not have only an immense scientific value, they also offer political, social and economic advantages, and they are required in order to:
-Contribute to the advancement in the identification and understanding of climate change. The recovering of the large amount of historical daily meteorological data recorded over the world and belonging to several Institutions is of considerable interest, given the high historical and climatological value of these daily data existing only on paper archives.
-Predict extreme events in the long run allowing, for example, to determine more accurately the return period. The availability of reliable and long term daily time series will allow to perform the analysis of the extreme events of the considered parameters, i.e. the severe events with the strongest impact on the society in terms of mobility and damages to structures. Frequency and intensity trends will be evaluated as it has been documented that even a small change in climatic conditions may cause a major change in the frequency of extreme events. For example, these data have been used to determine where to build homes by calculating the return periods of large floods, whether the length of the frost-free growing season in a region is increasing or decreasing, and the potential variability in demand for heating fuels. However, for these and other long-term climate analyses -particularly climate change analyses -to be accurate, the climate data used must be as homogeneous as possible.
-Development of climate change scenarios combining measured data with simulation from Regional Climate Models. The comparison between models and observation permit to validate the models and to correct the future scenario data, with post-processing and down-scaling techniques like quantile mapping, multi-model technique, analogue method, weather generator.
-Calibrate satellite estimates of surface variables. The availability of large scale reliable and consistent spatial data as those of the MODIS Terra and Aqua dataset allows to evaluate the space-time variability of the temperature, precipitation and snow cover extent and provide essential information not only for climatology, but also for several applications in hydrology and in the study of the ecosystems adaptation to climate change.
